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Abstract: This paper contributes to the Special Issue on Communication for the Digital Media Age
by investigating the factors that influence the management of political information on online news
media platforms, specifically Twitter and Weibo. Using the recent “G20 Summit” as a case study, this
study employs a mixed-methods approach that incorporates both deductive and inductive reasoning.
Social network analysis (SNA) and graph theory are used to evaluate specific social relationships in
the context of the G20 summit, while a combination of structured and content (semantic) analysis is
performed. The findings indicate that individual power is becoming increasingly important in the
age of online news media. Individuals contribute significantly to the diffusion of information and
may play a decisive role in the future. The study also finds that the frequency of retweets increases
as the reciprocity ratio increases, and mentions may be the most effective method for delivering
political news on online news media platforms. Practical implications suggest strategies for managing
information diffusion effectively. Additionally, this study provides insights into effective information
diffusion on online news media platforms that can be utilized in health communication management
during the COVID-19 era. This study expands theoretical understanding by investigating the role of
individual power in the age of online news media and enriching the literature on online news media
through the use of structured and content analysis based on social network analysis.

Keywords: social network analysis; twitter; information diffusion management

1. Introduction

Social media plays an increasingly crucial role today. Companies use social media
to amplify their exposure, while some political figures leverage it to shape their image
and influence citizens’ preferences. Clear evidence exists that social media sites (SMSs)
impact political engagement, as evidenced in the 2008 U.S. presidential election, when
the Obama campaign successfully recruited campaign volunteers from across the country
using my.barackobama.com [1]. Another notable example is Donald Trump’s effective use
of Twitter to campaign, transforming himself from a businessman into the President of the
United States. Despite losing the subsequent election, Trump gained substantial popularity
and a loyal following through social media. To these followers, Trump’s words are highly
trustworthy. These phenomena underscore the vital role of social media in information
diffusion and political movements [2]. There has been a lot of research on social media in
recent years. Since 1988, scholars began to emphasize the concept and functions of social
media and social network platform. Ref. [3] elaborates the concept of social network and
identified the main formal methods of social network research in his previous research.
Ref. [4] then states that social network analysis (SNA) is a concept that can be applied
in free market economy, geography, and transportation networks. Ref. [5] proposes to
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use different theories when we analyze social network communication; he believes that
the combined research will help us to better understand social network communication.
Some scholars carry out a series of research on Twitter, which is a popular social network
platform in today’s society. Ref. [6] focuses on the use of social media and considers Twitter
as a media site for sharing news. Ref. [7] also suggests that Twitter plays an important
role in the dissemination of health information. Some scholars analyze the development
trend of social networking platforms; for example, Ref. [8] finds that there is a positive
relationship between socialization and political activities, and he thinks that the positive
relationship will influence people’s voting intentions. Ref. [9] also finds that popular and
well-known brands will create many connections among individual Twitter users. This
paper will address how social media disseminates political information, influences users’
thoughts and behaviors, and characterizes social media communication in political news.
These questions will be elaborated in the following chapters by analyzing the information
diffusion of the G20 summit on Twitter.

In this study, we will utilize social network analysis (SNA) to better comprehend
the connections and relationships between people, events, and people–event interactions.
Through SNA, we will explore how Twitter hashtags and retweets influence people’s ideas
and behaviors concerning political issues. We will further investigate the impact of online
news media, specifically Twitter, on political engagement using the “G20 Summit” as a
case study. While interest in SNA has grown in recent years, most studies have focused on
the structured analysis of various topics, paying more attention to the theoretical aspects of
social media networks. However, there has been limited focus on the connection between
information diffusion management on social network platforms, especially regarding
political affairs.

In previous research, scholars have focused on the evolution of social network analysis
and the development of social media theory. Some of them discuss the use of social media
in public life, and some compare the difference between Twitter and other social networking
platforms. Some experts examine the key factors in information diffusion and try to find
out how social media platforms influence people’s behavior. However, previous research
has not thoroughly investigated the roles of online news media in the diffusion of political
information. To address these gaps, this study will combine theories and political events to
advance the understanding of information diffusion management, particularly focusing on
key factors contributing to the diffusion of political affairs on Twitter. The research will
employ both structured analysis and content analysis methods to depict social networks on
Twitter using graphs and graph metrics, and to describe the similarities and differences
among various factors.

The significance of this study lies in its capacity to:

• Identify key factors contributing to political information diffusion on SMSs using struc-
tured analysis, which will assist decision-makers in effectively managing information
diffusion related to political issues.

• Use content analysis to compare the similarities and differences of structured and
semantic distribution of the subgroup “#g20,” thereby uncovering the characteristics
and rules of political information diffusion.

• In the era of COVID-19, it is imperative for the government to understand how to
manage information diffusion by the public. The study aims to share insights into
health communication management that could serve as a reference for government
departments.

In summary, while earlier studies have primarily examined Twitter features from
the standpoint of individual impact and information flow, there has been little research
on the interaction between news media and political events and information diffusion
management. Our study seeks to address this gap by investigating the connections between
news media, political events, and information management, identifying potential variables
(key media, key opinion leaders, time) that may significantly impact the diffusion of
political affairs. Additionally, the study will compare the similarities and differences
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between the “Australian G20” and the “Russian G20” to reveal noteworthy findings. The
purpose of our study is not only to validate previous research findings, but also to compare
different aspects and identify similarities and differences in structured and content analysis
on online news media. The research findings will provide insights and recommendations
for political and health communication management.

2. Literature Review

Before conducting a literature review of social network analysis, let us familiarize
ourselves with common terminologies used in this field. Social network researchers have
developed a host of network metrics to quantify social networks. These measurements are
classified into two types: node-level metrics and network-level metrics.

As illustrated in Table 1 below, the basic node-level metrics include out-degree (only
applicable for directed networks), in-degree (only defined for undirected networks), reci-
procity (mutual following of accounts), betweenness centrality (a measure of a node’s
influence on the flow of information in a graph), and closeness centrality (a measure of
centrality in a network). Each of these indicators offers a unique perspective on a given
node’s position within a network and the role it plays therein.

Table 1. Definitions of basic node-level metrics and network-level metrics.

Basic Node-Level Metrics Meaning

In-degree The number of edges coming into a vertex in a
directed graph

Out-degree The number of edges going out of a vertex in a
directed graph

Reciprocity Users mutually follow each other’s accounts

Betweenness CentralityCloseness Centrality

A method used to determine the amount of
influence a node has over the flow of
information in a graphA measure of centrality
in a network

Basic Network-Level Metrics Meaning

Latency The time it takes for data to reach its
destination across a network

Jitter The variation in delay during data
transmission

Packet loss
The number of data packets dropped during
data transmission that never reach their
destination

Throughput
The amount of data passing through the
network from point A to point B in a
determined amount of time

Packet Duplication
When data packets are duplicated somewhere
in the network and are then received twice at
their destination

Packet Reordering When data packets arrive at their destination in
the wrong order

Regarding network-level metrics, some concepts discussed in Twitter network analysis
include latency (the time it takes for data to reach its destination), jitter (variation in delay),
packet loss (data packets dropped during transmission), throughput (amount of data
passed through the network), packet duplication (data packets duplicated somewhere
in the network), and packet reordering (data packets arrive at their destination in the
wrong order).

2.1. Social Network Analysis and Twitter

Since 1988, the author of [3] has been writing about the evolution of social network
analysis, examining its origins in classical sociology and its contemporary manifestation
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in social science and mathematical work. According to his study, the concept of a social
network provides a compelling model for social structure, and a number of key formal
methods of social network research can be identified. Social network analysis has been
applied in studies of kinship structure, social mobility, science citations, contacts among
deviant group members, corporate dominance, international trade exploitation, class
structure, and many other topics. Ref. [4] then stated that social network analysis (SNA) is
not a formal theory in sociology but rather a strategy for investigating social structures. It
is a concept that can be applied in a variety of domains, including the free market economy,
geography, and transportation networks.

Due to the widespread use of social media sites (SMSs) such as Facebook and Twitter,
online news media platforms have grown to become some of the most popular internet
services worldwide [10]. The use of social media has led to people becoming more informed
and participating in public life [11]. Meanwhile, Twitter has been investigated as a news-
sharing media site, with experts emphasizing the propensity of users with a significant
number of followers to generate larger cascades of retweets in the future if they have
previously succeeded in doing so [6]. The edges in a Twitter network, similar to those
in other social network platforms, can indicate numerous types of connections, such as
partnerships, kinship, friendship, citations, transactions, and similar interests. These
connections are either represented by directed or undirected edges. Directed edges have
a clear origin and destination, while undirected edges represent a reciprocal interaction
that does not have a clear origin or destination [12]. According to [13], Twitter usage is
not limited to isolated cases, but is frequently integrated as part of a larger social media
strategy. Twitter serves more as a news and information-sharing platform than a social
networking platform [14]. Twitter also plays a vital role in terms of health information
diffusion. Ref. [7] found that links, emojis, pictures, and tweet length significantly affect
the tweets’ diffusion, whereas sentiment and videos did not show any significant influence
on the diffusion of tweets.

Regarding the relationship between political information diffusion and Twitter, in
2012, Peter conducted a subgroup-level Twitter network study and combined Twitter with
political information diffusion. Peter revealed that contacts on Twitter between reporters
and politicians are no longer driven by the religious or ideological identities of parties and
media. Finding and disseminating news is the driving force behind the Twitter network of
politicians and journalists [15]. In “Twitter and political campaigning”, [5] suggests that we
need to combine various theories to better understand social network communication. For
example, if we utilize the theory of political science, it can help us understand the political
context of political communication with social media and the role of election systems for
social media campaigning. Ref. [16] further revealed that interactions with politicians on
social media sites (SMSs) boost candidates’ perceived likeability and, consequently, faith in
government. Some experts went on to say that emotion plays a crucial role in the message
spread via social media sites (SMSs), and that emotion-eliciting political communication
has the ability to reach large audiences and affect individuals’ opinions and behavior [17].

In recent years, individual users have become more and more active on social network
platforms such as Twitter and Facebook. Ref. [9] concluded that people have more widely
communicated their opinions and emotions with other users on these online social media
sites. Meanwhile, Ref. [8] further discovered that the propensity to share information, the
intensity of use, and privacy concerns all have a positive effect on sociability on online
social networking sites. Furthermore, there is a considerable positive association between
socialization and political activity, which influences voting intentions. In 2022, Himelboim
found that low-graph-density Twitter topic-networks have a large number of people who
lack any connections at all, and these topic-networks are often related to brands and
celebrities. Thus, Ref. [18] proposes that individuals rarely engage with others who tweet
about the topic, and tweets from many isolates are often associated with popular subjects
and well-known brands.
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In conclusion, we can see that the social network theory is becoming more complex,
and based on theoretical research, more and more users’ behaviors and interactions have
been analyzed. With the development of social media theory, many experts began to study
users’ behavior on social media and the interaction between social media and political
issues. Based on the previous studies listed here, in this paper, we will analyze the G20
summit using social network analysis.

2.2. Data Analysis by NodeXL

In this paper, we decided to use NodeXL to extract key information from Twitter, and
some knowledge and research outcomes by NodeXL will be summarized here.

In 1996, Ref. [19] proposed that data mining and knowledge discovery in databases are
key research topics with broad applicability. They also discussed many types of data mining
approaches, such as generalization, characterization, classification, clustering, association,
evolution, pattern matching, data visualization, and meta-rule-guided mining. Then, in
2013, Ref. [20] explored the usage of NodeXL, which is a free Excel 2007/2010 template,
for researching networks within the familiar environment of the Excel spreadsheet, which
motivated our research. NodeXL’s purpose is to make network data analysis easier by
converting edge lists and incidence matrices into useful visualizations that might aid in the
discovery of insights [21]. Several articles have also sought to develop a community under-
standing of how to choose and use various Twitter application programming interfaces
(APIs) for research purposes [22].

In recent years, some scholars have also recommended and used NodeXL for social
network analysis. For example, Michael thought NodeXL is a very useful social network
analysis tool to help researchers analyze the political talks on Twitter. Furthermore, Ref. [23]
believed that NodeXL is an excellent tool for collecting, analyzing, visualizing, and report-
ing on the patterns of social media. With a network map visualized, key people, groups,
and bridges in the social network platform will be highlighted.

NodeXL has also been used to mine and analyze users’ opinions, thus helping politi-
cians and the public better interact, so as to create better social policy. In 2020, Ref. [24]
revealed that sentiment analysis and opinion mining are popular fields of research in data
mining, and Rahevar elaborated on different elements of sentiment analysis, including
important ideas, categorization, process, importance, obstacles, and applications. The po-
larity of opinion is identified through experimental analysis, and citizens’ sentiments will
assist the government in refining its policies and working for the benefit of the public [25].
Ref. [26] further examined how politicians interact with each other on social media by using
NodeXL, and he indicates that mayors form ties with high-profile counterparts from the
same political party who represent larger cities and possess more followers. Mayors who
share the same political party affiliation and have a closer geographical distance are more
likely to form ties with each other.

We intend to use NodeXL to collect data linked to the “#g20” hashtag, and we also used
DiscoverText, a data extraction service, as an additional tool to acquire specific information
from official Twitter accounts. Furthermore, we drew on earlier research to obtain practical
expertise using NodeXL.

In NodeXL, for example, the in-degree value can be used as a signal to communicate
information in multiple ways, with a higher value indicating that a certain node has formed
more connections. While our research yielded useful insights, it also revealed limitations
in our data analysis. The data mining capabilities of the version of NodeXL we used, in
particular, did not contain capacity for sorting data by date, which prohibited us from
analyzing the evolution of cascading effects over time.

2.3. Variables Definition

Based on our discussion above, we predict that the in-degree value has a positive
correlation with information coverage and diffusion speed. We defined our independent
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variables (IVs) and dependent variables (DVs) as follows to succinctly explain these complex
interactions in a simplified manner, which can be refereed to Table 2:

Table 2. Concept/variables, operationalization, and possible sources.

Concept/Variable Operationalization Likely Data Source

Independent Variables
Number of nodes (based on in-degree) Suitable classification from previous research NodeXL or DiscoverTextReciprocity

Dependent Variables
Contribution to diffusion Suitable classification from previous research NodeXL or DiscoverTextWillingness to share the message

The research framework for this paper draws from concepts proposed by [27], who
found that most tweets/retweets came from ordinary users, and the number of tweets/
retweets decreased as the source shifted from media users to personal users. Most impor-
tantly, elite users (excluding organizations and celebrities) were more likely to closely follow
their peers and retweet each other. In 2020, Ref. [28] conducted research using retweets to
model information diffusion in the United States and test the geographic distribution of
information flows on different topics. In the study, the results show that people outside the
affected areas expressed more negative sentiment towards the disaster than people in the
affected areas. Meanwhile, retweet density follows the distance decay rule and the decay
rate differs across topics.

With respect to the heterogeneity of social networks, as mentioned by [29], we aim to
identify the differences and similarities between the structure distribution and semantic
distribution of the “#g20” data, and to explore the implications of social network hetero-
geneity.

Ref. [30] tested the functions of key opinion leaders on the Twitter online discussion
network in 2020; in the study, the key opinion leaders are identified based on their in-degree
and out-degree links and are ranked within the network by their betweenness centrality
values. According to the study, key opinion leaders play a crucial role in spreading infor-
mation in an efficient manner, and the conversation starter and influencer were observed to
play a crucial role in spreading information in an online discussion network. In this paper,
we aim to discern the role of key opinion leaders in the process of political information dif-
fusion on Twitter. We question whether key opinion leaders will spread political messages
more effectively than individual users (i.e., will key opinion leaders play a more important
role)? In addition to this, we will compare the features of the distribution of #g20 tweets
from the perspectives of structural and semantic analysis. Based on our findings and the
review of previous research, we believe that people who have mutual ties are more likely
to share information [31]. Furthermore, we expect that the frequency of retweeting will be
related to the reciprocity of a Twitter account’s relationships, and that significant media
outlets’ focus on the key term “G20 Summit” will diminish over time.

According to [32], graph-based structural analysis for video summarization is different
from traditional methods of video representation. Through graph-based structural analysis,
different types of shot transitions are more easily detected, and structural difference analysis
of graphs is performed to detect the video shot boundaries. Thus, we assume that the
structural distribution will be different from the semantic distribution of the same tweets
on Twitter. To test the difference between structural distribution and semantic distribution
of the same tweets on Twitter, we will apply two different analysis methods after data
collection.

Therefore, we propose two hypotheses and one research question to better understand
political information diffusion on Twitter.

H1: The frequency of retweeting will increase with the increase of the reciprocity ratio (mutual
friends’ ratio) of a Twitter account.
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H2: Key opinion leaders play a more important role than individual users in the dissemination of
political information on Twitter.

RQ1: How do the structural distribution of “#g20” tweets differ from the semantic distribution of
the same tweets on Twitter?

3. Methodology

We will utilize social network analysis (SNA) and graph theory to explore specific
social relationships in terms of networks composed of vertices (or nodes) and edges, aiming
to understand the dynamic relationships and diffusion patterns among probable critical
components [33]. In this study, we collect an appropriate volume of data using NodeXL
and DiscoverText for data mining, then conduct structural and content analyses on the
collected data.

In our proposal, we plan to use a mixed-methods approach to assess the spread of the
“G20 Summit”, with a larger emphasis on deductive reasoning. The aim of this research
is to establish the links between Twitter and the dissemination of the “G20 Summit”,
and to identify the factors that influence the dispersion of political issues on online news
media. We will collect data using the snowball sampling method through NodeXL and
DiscoverText, then use NodeXL to analyze the valid data from both structural and content
perspectives. For visual representation, the relationships will be illustrated using graphs
and metrics.

3.1. Data Collection

We will use Twitter as a platform to investigate the concept of “influence” in this study,
given the public availability of data and the plainly observable linkages. To this end, we
will extract data from Twitter using the social network analysis applications NodeXL and
DiscoverText, perform the necessary social network analysis, and visualize the data sets.
The study will be conducted in two stages:

In the first stage, we will clarify the identities of relevant official Twitter accounts of
the “G20” Summit, such as “@G20Australia”, “@G20rus”, and “#g20”. These accounts were
specifically selected as representatives of the G20 summit, and we will use them as our
focus. In the second stage, we will collect data on hashtag “#g20” using NodeXL’s user
search function, limiting the number of tweets to 18,457 dues to NodeXL’s constraints. We
will also employ a snowball sampling strategy to collect 202 recent tweets supplied by
“@G20Australia” (from 14 November 2014 to 21 November 2014) and 202 tweets delivered
by “@G20rus” (from 20 July 2013 to 24 December 2013). Subsequently, the data will be
transferred into NodeXL for analysis.

3.2. Data Analysis and Visualization

After collecting the data, we will employ two distinct analysis methods: structured
analysis and content analysis.

In structured analysis, we will use measures such as the number of followers and
following, and whether Twitter accounts are mutual followers, to identify prominent
opinion leaders and assess the validity of our hypotheses H1 and H2.

We will examine each node’s in-degree to estimate the number of common friends
and the number of mentions, using these data to draw conclusions about the influence of
prominent opinion leaders in political conversations on Twitter.

Before performing a content analysis, we will first use NodeXL to collect tweets,
including original tweets, replies, mentions, and self-loops, and then discard operational
words such as RTs (reply tweets) and MTs (mention tweets), as well as other non-English
languages. This will involve keyword and cluster analysis, with an emphasis not only on
the number of comments and domain linkages, but also on the differences and similarities
between subgroups of “word pairs” after clustering by computing general metrics.
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In terms of structure analysis, we will create an in-degree graph to reflect the contri-
butions of various actors to information dissemination. NodeXL will be used to study the
distribution of nodes and edges, and it will display each selected edge that could indicate
the contribution points to information dispersion. Additionally, we will use NodeXL to
analyze specific hashtag terms and word pairs (“#g20”) that appeared in the relevant official
Twitter accounts in order to answer the research question (RQ1) and draw a conclusion.

4. Results
4.1. Structured Analysis

The term “g20” was commonly used in the context of the G20 Summit. We utilized
NodeXL and DiscoverText to gather tweets bearing the hashtag “#g20”, as well as historical
tweets from the official Twitter accounts “@G20Australia” and “@G20rus” to compile data
for this study. Data mining techniques were employed to extract 20,000 tweets associated
with “#g20” from Twitter, along with over 200 historical tweets from the aforementioned
official Twitter accounts. The next section will offer an overview of the fundamental metrics
associated with the hashtag “#g20”, as depicted in the table below.

Table 3 was constructed using NodeXL with the imported nodes and edges. We opted
for a directed graph type because we were interested in exploring the effects of various
interactions on information dissemination. In real-world networks, individual connections
possess a direction, such as when one person is acquainted with another who does not
know them. Similarly, on Twitter, a user can follow others who do not follow them back.
Therefore, the directed graph type is ideal for this research as it allows us to capture this
directionality in interactions and information flow.

Table 3. Graph metric summary of “#g20”.

GRAPH TYPE DIRECTED

VERTICES 13,099
UNIQUE EDGES 14,321

EDGES WITH DUPLICATES 4134
TOTAL EDGES 18,455
SELF-LOOPS 5397

RECIPROCATED VERTEX PAIR RATIO 0.025726365
RECIPROCATED EDGE RATIO 0.050162238
CONNECTED COMPONENTS 4658

SINGLE-VERTEX CONNECTED COMPONENTS 3166
MAXIMUM VERTICES IN A CONNECTED COMPONENT 4615

MAXIMUM EDGES IN A CONNECTED COMPONENT 8630
MAXIMUM GEODESIC DISTANCE (DIAMETER) 27

AVERAGE GEODESIC DISTANCE 8.030973
GRAPH DENSITY 0.00664

MODULARITY Not Applicable
NODEXL VERSION 1.0.1.334

In our research, we treated edges associated with the hashtag “#g20” as directed edges
to evaluate the information flow between individuals with different types of relationships.
Our Hypothesis H1 posits that Twitter users who follow each other have reciprocal re-
lationships, symbolized by these edges. However, upon closer examination, we found
that edges with duplicates constituted only 28.8% of the total, signifying a relatively low
reciprocity rate. This characteristic has been previously documented in online news media
studies. Furthermore, by clustering based on in-degree, we could visually segment the #g20
data into distinct subgroups, facilitating further exploration and analysis of information
diffusion within these clusters.

As depicted in Figure 1, the graph of the hashtag “#g20” presented here was con-
structed utilizing clustering and is displayed in a horizontal sinusoidal formation. The size
of the nodes corresponds to the value of each node’s in-degree index, with larger nodes
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indicating a higher in-degree value. The wave-like clustering reveals the numerous connec-
tions within different groups. The groups were formed based on the semantic distribution
of these connections.

Figure 1. “#g20” based on in-degree by cluster.

The in-degree graphic representation of the graph of the hashtag “#g20” illustrates a
directed network of approximately 20,000 tweets utilizing “#g20” on Twitter. We generated
4723 subgroups from the data using structured analysis. To better understand the distri-
bution of information flow associated with “#g20”, we selected the top 20 subgroups and
examined their metrics to ascertain if the distribution followed a power law pattern. The
top 20 subgroups have 3949 vertices, accounting for 30.17% of the total vertices, as depicted
in the table below. Furthermore, within these subgroups, the edge ratio is 41.16%, while
the self-loop ratio, measuring the degree of information flow within the subgroup, is 7.4%.

Table 4 contains a row called “Total”, which summarizes the top 20 subgroups. It
shows that the total number of vertices in these subgroups is 13,099, the total number of
edges is 18,234, and the total number of self-loops is 5397.

Our analysis suggests that information diffusion within the “#g20” network on Twitter
seems to follow a power law pattern. However, this can also be interpreted through the
lens of [34]’s “long tail” concept, first articulated in the business field in 2004. Given a large
enough distribution channel, the theory posits that a high number of niche products or
low-demand items can collectively make up a market share that rivals or exceeds that of
more popular or mainstream items. The data analysis supports the conclusion that the top
20 subgroups of “#g20” occupy a significant portion of the total vertices and edges in the
context of information distribution on social media. Still, the remaining subgroups present
opportunities for information diffusion. Individual users are becoming increasingly signifi-
cant in online news media and information diffusion, as this trend demonstrates. Although
established news institutions continue to wield considerable influence, individuals are
increasingly important in information diffusion. This demonstrates the potential for a vast
number of individual users to play a crucial role in the long-term diffusion of information.
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Table 4. Summary of top 20 subgroups of “#g20” metrics (structured analysis).

Vertices Top Vertices Ratio Total Edges Top Edges Ratio Self-Loops Top Self-Loop Ratio

G1 909 6.94% 2084 11.43% 119 2.20%
G2 482 3.68% 536 2.94% 6 0.11%
G3 401 3.06% 401 2.20% 1 0.02%
G4 319 2.44% 617 3.38% 28 0.52%
G5 209 1.60% 352 1.93% 49 0.91%
G6 191 1.46% 928 5.09% 9 0.17%
G7 175 1.34% 175 0.96% 1 0.02%
G8 144 1.10% 473 2.59% 27 0.50%
G9 122 0.93% 504 2.76% 90 1.67%
G10 120 0.92% 209 1.15% 11 0.20%
G11 115 0.88% 124 0.68% 0 0.00%
G12 108 0.82% 179 0.98% 5 0.09%
G13 107 0.82% 240 1.32% 5 0.09%
G14 103 0.79% 122 0.67% 0 0.00%
G15 87 0.66% 114 0.63% 14 0.26%
G16 78 0.60% 87 0.48% 8 0.15%
G17 76 0.58% 104 0.57% 15 0.28%
G18 72 0.55% 80 0.44% 6 0.11%
G19 66 0.50% 107 0.59% 2 0.04%
G20 65 0.50% 68 0.37% 3 0.06%

Total 3949 30.17% 7504 41.16% 399 7.4%

Key opinion leaders play an essential role in information distribution on Twitter, but
the influence of individual users on social media has been rapidly increasing in recent
years. Engaged individual users will have greater opportunities to expose themselves and
emerge as significant opinion leaders due to social media platforms such as Twitter [35].
As for Figure 2, the graph at issue comprises three subgraphs, each reflecting a different
type of information flow. The left subgraph represents the “mention” group, the middle
signifies the “replies-to” group, and the right denotes the “self-loop” group. A mention
occurs when an individual includes another Twitter user’s handle in their tweet to draw
attention to that user or engage them in the conversation. The mention group subgraph
illustrates the connections generated when people mention others in their “#g20” tweets.
The replies-to group reflects direct contact between users in the context of a shared tweet
about “#g20”, such as when one user replies to another user’s tweet. The self-loop group
consists of tweets that are shared without referencing other users or engaging in direct
dialogue. All three subgraphs depict various forms of interactions on the hashtag “#g20”,
allowing us to observe the nature of information flow and discussion dynamics.

Figure 2. The comparison among different relationships for information diffusion.

According to Table 5, within the 20,000 edges, the “mention”, “replies to” and “self-
loop” groups for “#g20” number 12,312, 5397, and 648, respectively. “Mention” tweets
account for approximately 66.7% of all tweets, which is more than double the amount
of “replies to” and “self-loop” tweets combined. Table 5 also shows that mentions are a
common and effective method for propagating news on social media. The reciprocity ratio,
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or the proportion of mutual followers, has also been confirmed as a strong predictor of the
frequency of retweets (H1). According to the long tail theory, individual users will become
increasingly important in the long-term distribution of political news on social media.

In conclusion, both hypotheses are accepted. The frequency of retweeting will increase
as the reciprocity ratio of a Twitter account increases, and key opinion leaders will play a
more significant role than individual users in spreading political information on Twitter.

Table 5. Ratio summary of different relationships.

Number Ratio

Mutual friends 956 5.18%
Reply in mutual friends 238 24.90%

Mention of mutual friends 718 75.10%
Mention 12,312 66.71%
Self-loop 5397 29.24%

Reply 748 4.05%

All 18,457 100.00%

4.2. Content Analysis

Figure 3 presents a clustering of word pairs for the Twitter handles “@G20Australia”
and “@G20rus”, generated with NodeXL. The graphs depict a semantic analysis of the
Twitter accounts “@G20Australia”, “@G20rus”, and “#g20”, created using NodeXL. The
size of each node in the graph is determined by its in-degree value. A larger node size
corresponds to a higher in-degree value, which measures the number of incoming edges.
Figure 3a represents the semantic analysis of “@G20Australia”, Figure 3b shows the seman-
tic analysis of “@G20rus”, and Figure 3c illustrates the semantic analysis of “#g20”. These
figures offer an understanding of the various topics and issues being discussed within
each handle and allow for a comparative analysis of the conversation dynamics across
the handles.

Regarding the word pairs used, this depiction clearly highlights the similarities and
differences between the two handles. The number of topics appears to be positively
correlated with the number of word pair edges. Compared to the structured analysis
of “#g20” displayed in Figure 1, the content analysis of “#g20” seems to contain fewer
subgroups. This observation is further supported by data from the top 20 semantic “#g20”
subgroups reported in Table 4. According to the analysis, semantic subgroups comprise
9911 nodes (76% of nodes generated in structured analysis) and 14,111 edges (77% of edges
generated in structured analysis). The top vertices ratio of semantic “#g20” is calculated to
be 76.86%, which is substantially higher than the 30.13% (top vertices ratio of structured
analysis), and the top edges ratio is 86.21%, which is significantly greater than the 41.16% in
structured analysis. These results suggest that content analysis of “#g20” is more effective
in identifying major themes within the dataset, and the subgroup is more concentrated in
terms of nodes and edges.

The metrics generated by semantic word pairs in the hashtag “#g20” are displayed in
Table 6 below. This differs from Table 2, which examined the structure of “#g20”. For the
semantic analysis of “#g20”, the total number of vertices is 9911, and the total number of
edges is 14,111. Additionally, the semantic analysis of “#g20” only includes 32 “self-loops”,
so this will not be further compared as a variable. G1–G20 represent a breakdown of the
primary themes mentioned in the “#g20” dataset and correspond to the top 20 subgroups
selected based on their in-degree.
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Figure 3. The comparison among word pairs of “@G20Australia”, “@G20rus”, and “#g20”.

Table 6. Summary of top 20 subgroups of “#g20” metrics (content analysis).

Vertices Top Vertices Ratio Total Edges Top Edges Ratio

G1 1917 19.34% 4502 31.90%
G2 1500 15.13% 2499 17.71%
G3 1236 12.47% 1791 12.69%
G4 520 5.25% 580 4.11%
G5 454 4.58% 521 3.69%
G6 295 2.98% 450 3.19%
G7 283 2.86% 303 2.15%
G8 237 2.39% 252 1.79%
G9 208 2.10% 229 1.62%

G10 156 1.57% 162 1.15%
G11 141 1.42% 143 1.01%
G12 99 1.00% 114 0.81%
G13 81 0.82% 82 0.58%
G14 79 0.80% 105 0.74%
G15 76 0.77% 82 0.58%
G16 74 0.75% 82 0.58%
G17 69 0.70% 71 0.50%
G18 67 0.68% 69 0.49%
G19 64 0.65% 65 0.46%
G20 62 0.63% 63 0.45%

Subtotal 7618 76.86% 12165 86.21%
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According to the studies mentioned above, a fundamental distinction between the
structural and semantic distributions of “#g20” is that the latter is highly concentrated and
homogeneous. This suggests that the use of Twitter hashtags, such as “#g20”, allows for
the more effective dissemination of clear messages. Moreover, the semantic distribution of
“#g20” does not seem to follow the long tail theory, which posits that a large number of
niche products can account for a market share equal to or greater than that of the relatively
few current bestsellers and blockbusters.

As previously discussed, the semantic distribution of most tweets on Twitter adheres to
the long tail theory; however, “#g20” tweets do not. As a result, we predict that the hashtag
of political issues will exhibit a different semantic distribution. We plan to investigate
further in subsequent research projects and analyze more similar political topics to arrive
at a final conclusion on whether the hashtag of political issues will follow the same rule as
standard tweets on Twitter.

5. Discussion

The rapid rise of social media in recent years has underscored the significant role
it plays in people’s lives. With the popularity of these platforms, more individuals are
expressing their views and spreading information online, thereby increasing their exposure
and influence over the social media audience. This study aims to better understand the char-
acteristics of information diffusion on Twitter and other social media platforms, particularly
concerning political information, using social network analysis and data visualization.

Three critical features of information diffusion on Twitter have been identified through
this study. These characteristics can serve as valuable references for future information
management. Although Twitter is not accessible in China, there are similar social media
platforms, such as Weibo and WeChat Moments. By applying the findings from this paper,
we believe that information can be better identified and managed in daily life.

The two hypotheses proposed earlier in this paper have been supported and accepted.
First, the frequency of retweeting will increase with the mutual friends’ ratio of a

Twitter account. Compared to strangers, mutual friends typically maintain closer contact,
leading to more efficient information diffusion and recognition. This finding is in line
with [19]’s proposal, arguing that the activity effect becomes stronger as social networks
densify. In addition to mutual friends, this study discovered that a high reciprocity ratio
enhances interaction frequency, thus boosting information diffusion efficiency.

Second, key opinion leaders play a more significant role than individual users in
disseminating political information on Twitter. As Ref. [36] demonstrated, the authority
and influence of key opinion leaders ensure high communication effectiveness. Their
positive narratives can guide the sentiments of ordinary users while achieving information
diffusion. Furthermore, we observed that individual users are becoming increasingly vital
in online news media and information diffusion. For instance, during the early stages of
the COVID-19 pandemic, the disclosures by Li Wenliang (the doctor who first reported
COVID-19 in China) brought attention to the virus and encouraged preventative measures.
Although Li Wenliang was a comparatively unknown figure, his voice was amplified in
the social media era, an occurrence previously unthinkable. His revelations sparked a
wave of skepticism about the government’s reporting on COVID-19 and swiftly spread
fear about the virus on social media platforms. However, the government, with the help
of key opinion leaders such as Zhong Nanshan and Zhang Wenhong, managed to spread
knowledge about COVID-19, reducing public fear and restoring trust in the government
through their professional expertise.

Third, regarding the difference between the structural and semantic distributions of
“#g20” tweets on Twitter, our data visualization confirms that political issue hashtags exhibit
a distinct semantic distribution compared to most tweets on Twitter. The results are also in
line with [32], which suggests that structural analysis is different from traditional methods.
As discussed earlier, the semantic distribution of most tweets on Twitter follows the long
tail theory. Whether this rule applies directly to Weibo or other Chinese social media
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platforms requires further research and analysis. However, given the functional similarities
between Weibo and Twitter, this paper leans toward the assumption that Twitter’s hashtag
rules also apply to Weibo. Previous research on gene editing has highlighted differences
between Twitter and Weibo. For instance, a broader range of topics were discussed on
Twitter, focusing on diverse areas, while topics on Weibo primarily centered around the
International Summit [37].

In light of the rapid spread of COVID-19, some information diffusion was uncontrolled
during the pandemic, with deliberate rumor-spreading and occasional public questioning
of government credibility. The findings in this paper can provide guidance for managing
information diffusion, especially for political issues and health information.

6. Conclusions

In conclusion, this paper demonstrates that the role of individuals is becoming increas-
ingly significant in the landscape of online news media. While major news organizations
and media outlets continue to play vital roles in information diffusion, the long-tail theory
suggests that a large number of independent users are beginning to contribute significantly
to information diffusion, potentially playing a crucial role in the future. On online news
media platforms, the reciprocity ratio positively correlates with the frequency of retweet-
ing, and mentions have proven to be a particularly effective strategy for news sharing.
Building bilateral relationships using online media platforms can also enhance the chances
of information diffusion. Organizations and governments should pay more attention to
the purpose of hashtags, as they can help to manage information about specific topics
effectively. Given the widespread nature of COVID-19, governments can also use the
findings of this paper to better manage health communication dissemination by using
hashtags and collaborating with professional key opinion leaders.

6.1. Theoretical Implication

This paper employs social network analysis (SNA) and NodeXL to investigate and
assess the spread of the “G20 Summit”, with the aim of establishing connections between
Twitter and the dissemination of the “G20 Summit.” It also identifies factors that might
influence the spread of political issues on online social media networks. The study findings
confirm that the semantic distribution of tweets on Twitter follows the long tail theory.
This paper verifies that using the hashtag “#” on Twitter enables more effective message
delivery, and that “mention” is a prevalent and successful method for sharing news;
the use of “mention” on Twitter attracts people to specific topics. Our content analysis
reveals that users with mutual friendships have a higher frequency of retweets, which also
promotes news distribution. Furthermore, we anticipate that individual users will play an
increasingly crucial role in the future, especially in the distribution of political news, even
though key opinion leaders continue to play a substantial role in current society.

In this study, we also propose that the hashtag of political topics will exhibit a different
semantic distribution that does not follow the long tail theory; however, we did not conduct
further social network analysis to confirm this hypothesis. We plan to test this hypothesis
in future research projects and analyze more political issues in recent years. The research
findings also suggest some practical implications for social media platforms. Although
we only analyze Twitter data using NodeXL, the rules and conclusions of Twitter might
be applicable to other social media platforms such as Weibo, Facebook, and WeChat. In
practice, governments and businesses can use hashtags to deliver more effective messages
online, and if you want to draw someone’s attention to a webpage, you can mention them
in the same way you would on Twitter. Moreover, our research suggests that if you wish
to increase your communication frequency with someone, you should establish a mutual
friendship by following each other. With the advancement of social media and the internet,
individual users are likely to enjoy rapid development in the future, and everyone has the
potential to become “a big player” online.
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6.2. Practical Implication

In practice, our research results can be used to help the government promote infor-
mation diffusion. During COVID-19 or other emergencies, the government can refer to
our research results and cooperate with key opinion leaders to improve the publicity effect.
Especially during the COVID-19 pandemic, ordinary people are not aware of the novel
coronavirus, so they are afraid of the pandemic and cannot return to normal life. There are
also many discussions on various social media, but the information sources are complex,
and it is difficult for ordinary people to discern the authenticity of them. By setting up offi-
cial social media accounts on Weibo or Twitter, the government can invite medical experts
such as Zhong Nanshan and Zhang Wenhong to spread medical and health knowledge on
official social media accounts. Such measures will greatly enhance people’s confidence in
information diffusion and help the government manage the diffusion of health information.

For companies, our research results can provide suggestions for brand marketing. In
modern society, many companies operate their own social media accounts, and some news
and corporate activities are also published on social media platforms. According to our
research results, when companies publish information on social media, they can establish a
bilateral relationship with the audience, such as becoming mutual friends or responding
to users’ inquiries in a timely manner. In addition, the “mention” function is also a very
important tool to remind each other, thus enhancing the interaction between users and
corporate brands, and increasing the stickiness of consumers.

In addition, individuals are playing an increasingly important role on social media
platforms, with a large amount of user-generated content (UGC) appearing on social media
platforms. According to our research, although personal social media accounts are not as
influential as key opinion leaders, it is expected that individuals will play an increasingly
important role on social media platforms in the future. However, this phenomenon may
raise new issues, such as how to ensure the authenticity and effectiveness of information
when political information is disseminated through personal social media accounts. As
another example, due to the fragmentation of information and freedom of speech, some
information on personal social media accounts may be irrational or violent. Thus, how
should the government effectively manage the spread of political information on personal
social media? This will be one of interesting topics we hope to study in the future.

6.3. Limitation and Future Research

This research has several limitations, as follows:

1. We propose that the hashtag of political issues will not follow the same rule as regular
tweets on Twitter, but we did not analyze enough political subjects.

2. The external validity of the study is limited because it only examined a small number
of political topics; more research on other subjects is necessary to establish stronger
generalization.

3. The limited sample size of this study (fewer than 20,000 edges) reveals the limits of
NodeXL’s functionalities. The study was unable to examine the impact of information
diffusion cascades.

4. There is much more to be discovered in the realm of social networks and online
news media, and these discoveries need to be updated and broadened as society and
technology evolve.

In the future, we will examine more political issues and information related to COVID-
19 in order to differentiate between political issues and health information tweets. We aim
to use R studio or Python to access more data and analyze more edges, which will lead to
improved validity and generalization.
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